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Our high standards and extensive know-how in the 

field of flow measurement are obvious from the  

first glance: Europe wide, we were the first cali- 

bration laboratory to have been accredited by the 

German Accreditation authority DAkkS for both 

liquid and gas flow calibrations and still the only 

one that specializes exclusively in flow. We are not  

a “jack of all trades”, we are dedicated to FLOW.

Our  competence is the result of our more than 

30 years of dedication to advancing the flow 

measurement and calibration state of the art and is 

guaranteed by our DIN EN ISO 9001 TÜV certification 

and DAkkS accreditation according to DIN EN ISO/IEC 

17025. 

This is why we are trusted by several flowmeter 

manufacturers to do their product development 

testing and also act as their authorized Service 

Center.  Furthermore, we are the Flow Partner of 

choice of many other Calibration Labs.  

Your decision to work with TrigasFI assures you not 

only the services of our versatile and innovative 

laboratory, but first and foremost precise and 

meaningful measurement values, be it here in  

our lab or on site. We go to extremes to ensure that 

influences from operating conditions, fluid cha- 

racteristics, ambient conditions, etc., are taken into 

account. For example, we strive to use actual 

operating fluids for all calibrations. Flowmeters 

behave differently when used with diesel versus 

water, air versus propane etc. Temperature,  

pressure, flow profile – all have an influence on 

measurement results. If you need the best 

possible accuracy for your flow measurement  

values, you should talk to us.
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The first Flow Laboratory  
to be accredited by DAkkS

for both liquid and gas flow 
measurement in Europe.
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l  Calibration of flow meters for liquids 

and gases

l  Repair and adjustment service of 

 numerous types of flow meters

l Training seminars and consulting

On-site service

Should you need our precision on site, we will head right  

over with our portable Flow Transfer Standard. We can then 

calibrate your flowmeters on-site, under actual operating 

conditions. 

Your advantages: 

l Minimal downtime

l Installation effects taken into account

l Integration of complete measurement chain

l Your process can be up and running within hours.

l DakkS available for both liquids and gases.

We offer you

Our mobile Service

Since 1990, TrigasFI has calibrated in excess of 

100,000 measurement instruments. Many of these 

calibrations were performed using original mediums 

and took specific operating conditions into account.  

Thanks to our experience, you can be sure that your 

flow meters are optimally calibrated and adjusted.

As good as new – due to our services, you can of-

ten avoid expensive investment in new equipment. 

In addition to calibrating, we also are qualified to 

perform mechanical and electronic adjustment 

on many makes and models of flow meters. 

Not only are measurement errors identified and 

subtracted out, they are eliminated directly 

in the flow meter. Our calibration technicians have 

been trained by leading brand manufacturers – 

we use the original software of each respective  

manufacturer. 

This know how enables us to set new standards 

of precision again and again. Should your device  

actually be defective, we will maintain and repair it. If 

possible, directly at our premises or, if necessary, we 

will handle repairs with the manufacturers for you,  

so that you receive your device back fully function-

ally and calibrated. If a repair is no longer economi-

cal, we will gladly assist you to identify the best new  

solution for your application and, if you wish, we  

will also procure your new device for you.

100,000 good reasons 
to trust TrigasFI.
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We calibrate and adjust practically all commercially available flow meters available in the market.  
For example:

As an independent calibration laboratory we work 

together with leading manufacturers of flowmeters 

such as Alicat, Rheonik, VSE, KEM, Kracht, Oval, etc.

 

At TrigasFI, we are completely independent and im-

partial.  Your instruments will receive our complete 

attention regardless of manufacturer or measuring 

principle. In our laboratories, flowmeters like  

Turbines, Sonic Nozzles, Magnetic, Impeller, Gear  

Meters, Oval Gear Meters, Coriolis, LFEs (Laminar 

Flow Elements), Thermal (MFC and MFM), etc. are  

calibrated to customer specific operating conditions 

according to the strict quality standards of DIN EN 

ISO 17025.

l Gases
 Diaphragm meters

 Differential pressure (Orifice,Venturi,etc.)

 Sonic nozzles

 Laminar flow elements

 Thermal mass

 Turbine

 Variable Area

 Vortex

      etc.

l Liquids
 Coriolis

 Differential pressure (Orifice, Venturi, etc.)

 Magnetic

 Variable area

 Thermal mass

 Turbine

 Ultrasonic

 Positive Displacement (Gear, oval gear, 

piston, helical screw, etc.)

 Vortex

 etc.
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Our average turnaround time target for calibration 

is only five working days. And because flow  

measurement emergencies arise when you least  

expect them, we also offer you a 24-hour or even sa-

me-day emergency service should problems occur.

Partnerships
 with Flow Meter Manufacturers.



There are many underlying reasons why TrigasFI 

is able to offer excellent precision: For example, 

we operate in excess of 20 Flow Calibrators, most 

of them Primary Standards with a measurement  

uncertainty of up to 0.03%. This makes TrigasFI one 

of the most accurate laboratories worldwide and  

gives us the flexibility to optimize each calibration  

and provide traceability to national and internatio-

nal norms. This ability makes it possible to exactly  

match the calibration parameters to the 

customer’s actual operating conditions and as 

a result radically improve precision.

Totally committed to accuracy in Flow Measurement, 

TrigasFI is participating in international committees 

and actively contributes in the creation of new and 

improved norms and standards. And of course, we 

are certified according to all current important stan-

dards. We are TÜV certified according to DIN EN ISO 

9001 and DAkkS accredited according to DIN EN ISO/

IEC 17025. 

Our flow measurement ranges
 
Volume flow of flowing liquids:        0.05 ml/min to 5000 l/min
Mass flow of flowing liquids:         0.04 g/min to 5000 kg/min
Viscosities:      up to 2000 mm2/s  

Volume flow of flowing gases (air):       0.1ml/min to 22000 l/min 
Mass flow of flowing gases (air):       0.125 mg/min to 27.5 kg/min
 
Volume flow of flowing gases (with real gases):  0.1 ml/min to 700 l/min
Mass flow of flowing gases (with real gases):     0.125 mg/min to 0.9 kg/min

TrigasFI has been calibrating with real gases for many years.  
Our DAkkS accreditation has now been expanded to include  
in addition to air, the following real gases: 
N2, Ar, He as well as mixtures thereof, CH4, CO2,  
C3H8 as well as mixtures thereof, H2
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Guaranteed
 Precision.
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Milestones
 of TrigasFI’s Path to Success.

1990  Established in Munich as the EG & G 
Flow Technology European Office and 
Service Center

1994  Became an independent calibration 
laboratory, specializing in liquids and 
gas flowmeters. Founding of TrigasFI 
GmbH in its present form

2000  Developed liquid flow calibrators,  
based on the positive displacement 
piston principle

2002  Achieved status of DKD lab for liquid 
flow calibrations

2004  Developed gas calibration systems 
based on Sonic Nozzles and Laminar 
Flow Elements

2005  Developed next generation of liquid 
calibrator systems based on the 
displacer (plunger) principle

2007  Achieved status of DKD lab for  
gas flow calibrations

2009 DKD accreditation for real gas 
calibrations

2010 Expansion to a new larger facility.  
New site Erdinger Str. 2 b

2011 Liquid calibration capability expansion 
to 5000 lpm

2011  DKD Accreditiation upgraded to DAkkS 
(Deutsche Akkreditierungsstelle)

2015   DAkkS Accreditation extended for 
water calibrations up to 5000 lpm

2016   DAkkS Liquid Calibration Accreditation 
extended, Liquid calibrations to 0.05 ml/
min precision improvements, 0.04% (K=2) 
- Best Accuracy ever awarded by DAkkS 

2018 Extension of the DAkkS accreditation 
for on-site calibrations for liquid 
flowmeters

2019 Expansion of low flow rate gas 
calibration ranges down to 0.1 ml / min 

2020 Extension of the DAkkS accreditation 
for on-site calibrations for gas flow- 
meters

              



We are here to share our expertise with 

you, to support your measurement and 

research activities. We ensure that your 

flow metering devices are accurate and 

reliable.  And we are proud of our status as 

one of Germany´s leading measurement 

laboratories. Our commitment to you is 

simple: We strive to be better than the 

rest. 

You can take our word for it.
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On Site
or in our Laboratory
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TrigasFI GmbH

+49 (0) 81 65 64 72-29

www.trigasfi.com

+49 (0) 81 65 64 72-0

Erdinger Str. 2b

D-85375 Neufahrn b. Freising Flow Measurement & CalibrationFlow Measurement & Calibration

Presented by:

PERSONALIZED CUSTOMER SERVICE 

AND CONSULTATION MAKE US STAND OUT.
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